A combined approach of experimental and numerical modeling for 3D hydraulic features of a step-pool unit
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Abstract. Step-pool systems are common bedforms in mountain streams and have been utilized in river restoration projects around the world. Step-pool units exhibit highly nonuniform hydraulic characteristics which have been reported to closely interact with the morphological evolution and stability of step-pool features. However, detailed information on the three-dimensional hydraulics for step-pool morphology has been scarce due to the difficulty of measurement. To fill in this knowledge gap, we established a combined approach based on the technologies of structure from motion (SfM) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). 3D reconstructions of bed surfaces with an artificial step-pool unit built from natural stones at six flow rates were imported to CFD simulations. The combined approach succeeded in visualizing the high-resolution 3D flow structures for the step-pool unit. The results illustrate the segmentation of flow velocity downstream of the step, i.e., the integral recirculation cell at the water surface, streamwise vortices formed at the step toe, and high-speed flow in between. The highly nonuniform distribution of turbulence energy in the pool has been revealed, and two energy dissipaters of comparable magnitude are found to co-exist in the pool. Pool scour development during flow increase leads to the expansion of recirculation cells in the pool, but this expansion stops for the cell near the water surface when flow approaches the critical value for step-pool failure. The micro-bedforms (grain clusters) developed on the negative slope affect the local hydraulics significantly, but this influence is suppressed at the pool bottom. The drag forces on the step stones increase with discharge (before the highest flow value is reached). In comparison, the lift force consistently has a larger magnitude and a more widely varying range. Our results highlight the feasibility and great potential of the approach combining physical and numerical modeling in investigating the complex flow characteristics of step-pool morphology.
1 Introduction

Step-pool morphology is commonly formed in high-gradient headwater streams (Montgomery and Buffington, 1997; Lenzi, 2001; Church and Zimmermann, 2007; Zimmermann et al., 2020). This bed structure has been reported to contribute to providing diverse habitats for aquatic organisms (Wang et al., 2009; O’Dowd and Chin, 2016), efficiently dissipating flow energy (Wilcox et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2020) and enhancing channel stability (Lenzi, 2002; Wang et al., 2012). Artificial step-pool systems mainly composed of boulders mimicking natural channel morphology have been applied in restoration projects in steep channels with the objective of improving local ecology and riverbed stability (e.g., Wang et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2020). To facilitate the application of artificial step-pool systems, an advanced understanding of the morphology, hydraulics, and stability of step-pool features, as well as the interaction between them is needed. High-resolution information on both topography and hydraulics for step-pool features is fundamental for understanding such interactions.

Recently, advanced information on the morphological evolution of step-pool features has been obtained by the rapidly developing technology of structure from motion with multi-view stereo (SfM-MVS, together referred to as SfM in this paper) photogrammetry (e.g., Zhang et al., 2018, 2020; Smith et al., 2020). SfM photogrammetry provides topographic reconstructions with high spatial resolution and precision using easily accessible consumer-grade cameras or unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) systems (Eltner et al., 2016; Morgan et al., 2017; Tmšić et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2022). Although detailed topographic information has been made available through SfM photogrammetry, access to high-resolution hydraulic information remains limited for step-pool features. This incompatibility in the spatial resolution between morphological and hydraulic data hinders advancements in understanding how these two aspects interact with each other.

Unlike topography, detailed measurements of the 3D flow properties of a step-pool unit are rarely accessible due to the highly nonuniform, aerated, and turbulent flow regimes resulting from the alternation between supercritical (jet) and subcritical (jump) flow conditions (Church and Zimmermann, 2007; Wang et al., 2012; Zimmermann et al., 2020). Also, the formative flows of step-pool morphology are exceptional floods with a return period of about 50 years (Lenzi, 2001; Turowski et al., 2009), making hydraulic measurement impractical in the field. Tracer-based techniques (e.g., Waldon et al., 2004; Zimmermann et al., 2010) were used to characterize reach-scale flow properties in step-pool morphology; however, these can hardly reflect the nonuniform features of hydraulics along the sequence. Point measurements for flow velocity around step-pool features could be achieved by using an acoustic Doppler velocimeter (Wilcox et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014) or electro-magnetic current meter (Wohl and Thompson, 2000; Wilcox et al., 2011). Such measurements have the merit of high temporal resolution but with limited spatial resolution as the arrangement of measured points is significantly affected by the rough beds and shallow water depths in mountain streams (Wilcox et al., 2011). These techniques are also more suitably used at low to moderate flows rather than at high flows during which significant sediment transport may occur and threaten the safety of such equipment. Particle tracking velocimetry (PTV, Maas et al., 1993) and particle image velocimetry (PIV, Adrian, 2005) techniques have been applied to measure the flow field for step-pool units in flume experiments (Zhang et al., 2018, 2020). The recirculation at the step toe and the high-speed flow impinging at the pool bottom were visualized by the PTV method near flume side walls, while the strong contrast of surface flow velocities at the step and pool areas has been illustrated based on the PIV method. However, these measurements were limited to the side walls and water surface. Another problem was that the highly nonuniform flow characteristics led to uneven distribution of tracer particles over step-pool units, leading to significantly reduced accuracy in areas with a low density of tracer particles (e.g., Zhang et al., 2020).

Nevertheless, the challenges of directly measuring the nonuniform hydraulic features of a step-pool unit present opportunities for 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling. CFD simulations have been applied in research addressing flow dynamics with highly turbulent free surfaces generated by complex structures in the channel (e.g., Thappeta et al., 2017; Xu and Liu, 2016, 2017; Lai et al., 2021; Zeng et al., 2021) or irregular boundaries of the channel (e.g., Chen et al., 2018, 2022; Roth et al., 2020). This numerical approach has shown great promise in characterizing and visualizing complex 3D hydraulic features at high spatial and temporal resolutions. Furthermore, the flow forces on structures or topography which directly drive the interaction between hydraulics and morphology can also be captured by CFD modeling (e.g., Xu and Liu, 2016; Chen et al., 2019).

The CFD approach has been applied in studies containing step-pool features which were conceptualized by highly simplified 2D geometry mimicking the stepped spillway with flat surfaces (e.g., Thappeta et al., 2021). Although this simplification reflects some unit-scale geometric properties of step-pool features (e.g., step length and height), it fails to characterize the subunit-scale morphological features such as the transverse variability in the topography of step crests (Wilcox et al., 2011), the shape of the scour hole (Comiti et al., 2005), and the grain clusters developed in the pool (Zhang et al., 2020). Furthermore, to our knowledge flow forces on step-pool units have not been simulated in CFD models and have only been analyzed theoretically (Weichert, 2005; Zhang et al., 2016). Therefore, we see great potential for CFD simulations using configurations that reconstruct natural step-pool morphology by the SfM method in captur-
The objective of this study is to acquire the high-resolution three-dimensional hydraulics for a step-pool unit built with natural stones and then examine the 3D distribution of flow velocity, turbulence, coherent structures, and flow forces on the bed surface. To address our objectives, we established a combined approach of physical and numerical modeling of the 3D hydraulics of a step-pool unit and analyzed the 3D distribution of flow properties and forces. The three-dimensionality of flow characteristics, mechanisms of energy dissipation, and interaction between hydraulics and morphological evolution for a step-pool unit are discussed, while insights into the stability and failure of step-pool units are also provided. Finally, the limitations of the combined approach are summarized.

2 Methods

The general workflow for the combined approach is presented in Fig. 1. The 3D topographic models of a step-pool unit were obtained by SfM photogrammetry in the flume experiment of Zhang et al. (2020) and were used as inputs for the CFD simulations, which were verified with the measurements of the water surfaces. Details of the flume measurements and CFD simulations are presented in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, followed by the model verification in Sect. 2.3 and the processing methods for the model outputs in Sect. 2.4.

2.1 Flume experiment

Since details of the flume system and experimental settings have been reported in Zhang et al., (2018, 2020), only a brief description of the experimental setup is presented here. The glass–steel-walled flume was 0.5 m wide and 0.6 m deep with a working length of 7.0 m. The initial slope of the sediment mixture was set at 3.2%. A top-mounted camera (1920 × 1080 px², with a maximum frequency of 60 fps) was installed above the flume to capture images of the surface flow features. Two side cameras were used to capture the longitudinal profiles of the bed and water surface near the flume walls (see details in Sect. S1 in the Supplement). A step-pool model was manually constructed by arranging six natural stones (Fig. 2a) with a b axis of 76–104 mm. The D₅₀ (the grain size at which 50% of the material by weight is finer) of the entire sediment mix in the flume was 20 mm (Zhang et al., 2018), with D₅₄ and D₈₄ of 140 mm and 50 mm, respectively. The step model was designed based on the gravity similarity criterion with a Froude scaling ratio of 1 : 8, simulating the step-pool units formed in the reach with a channel width of 4.0 m (e.g., Chartrand et al., 2011; Recking et al., 2012). The no. 4 stone was put in the middle of the step as the keystone (KS, Fig. 2a), defined as the immobile or rarely mobile large stone which facilitates step forming (Golly et al., 2019). The no. 1 and 6 stones were located against the flume walls as bank stones. Another step called the guardian step was built 0.7 m downstream of the step model using stones sized from 64 to 108 mm (Fig. 3a) to protect the step model from retrogressive erosion in each run. The area between the model step and guardian step was filled with sediment mix to the height at which the red paint on the step stones was covered, and local scouring on this sediment mix by the flow formed the pool morphology during each run.

Three CIFR (continually increasing flow rate) T (topography measured) runs were conducted under designed unsteady hydrographs with stepwise increase in flow to simulate the rising limbs of flood events in mountain streams (Fig. 1; Zhang et al., 2020). The flow was stopped to measure bed topography by SfM photogrammetry before it was increased to the next level in these runs. CIFR T2 (Fig. 2b) was chosen from the three runs as this run utilized a relatively long discharge change interval (DCI) of 8 min and showed prominent pool features at high flows (Zhang et al., 2020). The designed discharge peak in CIFR T2 was 56.1 L s⁻¹, downscaled from the critical flow condition to destabilize natural step-pool units (Lenzi, 2001; Turowski et al., 2009). The topographic measurements of the bed surface at the end of six flow conditions (5, 12.8, 22.8, 32.1, 43.6, and 49.9 L s⁻¹)
Figure 2. Flume experiment settings in Zhang et al. (2020): (a) the artificially built-up step-pool model using natural stones with stone number labeled and (b) the unsteady hydrograph of the run used in this study. KS in (a) is short for keystone, and DCI in (b) is discharge change interval. The run index in (b) is CIFR (continually increasing flow rate) T2.

Figure 3. Setup of the CFD model. (a) Three-dimensional digital surface model (DSM) of the step-pool unit by the SfM-MVS method as the input to the 3D CFD modeling. (b) Extruded bed surface model connected to the extra downstream component (in purple blue) and rectangular columns to fill leaks (in green), with the boundary conditions shown on mesh planes. (c) Recognized geometry in FLOW-3D with two mesh blocks (the upstream block had uniform mesh size, while the downstream one had nonuniform mesh size); MS is short for mesh size. (d) Sampling volumes to capture the flow forces acting on each step stone at X, Y, and Z directions. (e) An example for the simulated 3D flow over the step-pool unit colored by velocity magnitude at the discharge of 49.9 L s\(^{-1}\). The abbreviations for boundary conditions in (b) are V for specified velocity, C for continuative, P for specific pressure, and W for wall condition. The contraction section in (e) refers to the cross-section where the jump component starts in the pool.

in this run were available before the step model collapsed (Zhang et al., 2020) and were used in building the CFD model (Fig. 1). The topography of the step remained stable, while pool scour continued to develop as the flow increased in CIFR T2 for discharges < 56.1 L s\(^{-1}\). The step height (vertical distance between step crest and pool bottom) measured from the right flume wall varied from 7.2 cm at 5 L s\(^{-1}\) to 15.4 cm at 49.9 L s\(^{-1}\) (Zhang et al., 2020).

During each SfM measurement, an image overlap > 80 % in the forward and side directions between two continuous photographs was used to guarantee the reconstruction quality (Javernick et al. 2014; Morgan et al. 2017). Four ground
control points (GCPs) fixed at the side steel frames of the flume around the step-pool model were measured by a laser distance meter with a precision of 2 mm. The SfM measurements mainly covered the area taken up by the step-pool model (Fig. 3a). The digital surface models (DSMs) established by the SfM workflow were of relatively low quality and showed various lengths for the area upstream of the step-pool model because the steel frames of the flume and the frame supporting the top camera restricted image collecting. The DSMs for all the tested flow rates were cropped for this area and had different streamwise distances (from 25 to 45 cm) from the upstream ends to the KS. The reconstruction of the transparent glass walls in the DSMs included distortion because reflections in the glass made it difficult to match features correctly using SfM processing. The distorted marginal areas of the bed in each DSM were cut and cleaned manually in Meshlab (version 2016.12, Cignoni et al., 2008). Consequently, the bed widths in the DSMs were generally 1.5–2 cm smaller than the flume width. The surface flow features in the pool were recorded by the top camera during the run. The longitudinal profiles of the bed and water surfaces near the side walls were captured by the side cameras every 2 s.

2.2 CFD simulation

The DSMs of the bed surface were further processed in the open-source software Blender (https://www.blender.org/, last access: 12 December 2022) to fill holes and remove spikes and self-intersections, and then the model was remeshed with relatively uniform grids sized 3.3–3.9 mm. This grid size setting provided spatial resolutions high enough to characterize all the topographic characteristics of the step-pool model (including, for example, the micro-bedforms developed in the pool area, Zhang et al., 2020) used in the experiment.

The commercial software FLOW-3D (v11.2) was utilized as the computational platform. This software applies the finite-volume method on a Cartesian coordinate system (Flow science, 2016). FLOW-3D has shown good performance at tracing the free surface of water (e.g., Bayon et al., 2016; Chiu et al., 2017; Morovati et al., 2021) by the TruVOF technique (Flow science, 2016; Bayon et al., 2018), a special volume of fluid (VOF) method (Hirt and Nichols, 1981). Structured rectangular gridding incorporated with the fractional area/volume obstacle representation (FAVOR™) technique (Hirt and Sicilian, 1985; Flow science, 2016) is employed in FLOW-3D for meshing of the computational domain. FAVOR™ is a powerful discrete method to incorporate geometry into the governing equations at the computational rectangular grids and enables the highly efficient characterization of complex geometric shapes (e.g., Chiu et al., 2017; Morovati et al., 2021). 3D solid entities rather than 3D surfaces are required to be used as the terrain boundary in model setup (Flow science, 2016). Hence, the DSMs of the bed surface (Fig. 3a) were extruded into solid entities in Blender first as the main geometry component (Fig. 3b) and then previews by the FAVOR™ technique (Figs. 1 and 3c).

The limited lengths of the bed surface captured in topographic models resulted in the negative slope in the pool located near the downstream ends of the DSMs (Fig. 3a). If the downstream end was set as the outlet boundary, the effects of backwater would emerge near the outlet and cause a significant deviation of numerical results from the experimental observations. To solve this problem, we extended the outlet by adding cubic components connecting to the reconstructed bed surface at the downstream end (Fig. 3b). These downstream components had a length of 30–50 cm, the same width as the step-pool component, and similar slopes with the bed surface measured by the side cameras. Gaps would emerge between the cropped DSMs and computation domain boundaries where the DSM width was smaller than the computation domain. Rectangular columns were added to avoid leakage at these gaps (Fig. 3b). Both the DSM and connected downstream components were regarded as rigid walls in FLOW3D.

The gravity model was activated and the gravitational acceleration was set at −9.81 m s⁻² along the vertical direction, i.e., Z axis in FLOW3D. The VOF method was used to track the free surface and air was not regarded as a fluid but void in this study, so the air entrainment into the water was not considered. The renormalized group (RNG) k−ε turbulence model was employed for turbulence simulation (Fig. 1) to account for the effects of smaller eddies compared to the standard k−ε turbulence model (Flow science, 2016). The RNG model in FLOW-3D is based on methods developed by Yakhot et al. (1986, 1992) and has been modified slightly to include the influence of the FAVOR™ method and to generalize the turbulence production (or decay) associated with buoyancy forces (Flow science, 2016). The RNG model has been used in hydraulic structures including vertical drop pools (Chiu et al., 2017) and stepped spillways (Morovati et al., 2021), which also show jet and jump features like step-pool morphology. Another reason for choosing the RNG model was that it had affordable computational cost and high computational stability when applied to complex geometries like the DSMs used in this study. First-order momentum advection was also applied to ensure numerical stability under the complex bed surface conditions in this study but inevitably led to a loss in accuracy. The projection-based generalized minimum residual method (GMRES) was employed to numerically solve the linear equation systems (Flow Science, 2016) with a Krylov subspace dimension of 15 (Valero et al., 2018).

We used two to three structured mesh blocks to define the total computational domain (Fig. 3c). One mesh block with a uniform grid size of 2.5 mm was used to cover the step-pool component acting as the main computational mesh block. This grid size was smaller than the mesh size of the extruded DSMs to characterize the geometric details in the FAVORized bed and to achieve mesh independence (see de-
tails in Sect. S1 in the Supplement). The inlet boundary of the main computational domain was located about 24–37 cm upstream of the KS, depending on the length of the area upstream of the step in each DSM. It is noteworthy that the limited distance from the inlet to the step available in the DSMs might lead to underestimated turbulence upstream of the step (see detailed discussion in Sect. 4.5). The upper plane of this mesh block was kept at least 5 cm higher than the water surface level at the inlet cross-section. As a result, the total grid number of the main computational domain varied from 6.5 to 9.4 million among the simulations for different flow rates. Nonuniform structured meshes sized 2.5 to 5 mm (i.e., 2.5–5 mm in the X direction, 2.5 mm in the Y direction, and 5 mm in the Z direction) covered the downstream areas connected to the step-pool features to save computational resources.

The boundary condition settings as shown in Fig. 3b were as follows: a specified velocity boundary with a fixed flow velocity (i.e., uniform distribution of flow velocity at the cross-section) and depth was used at the inflow boundary to match the measured discharge and water depth (captured by the side cameras); no-slip wall boundary conditions were applied for the side walls and lower mesh planes; continuous boundary conditions were used for the interface between the connecting mesh blocks; outflow condition was set for the outlet of the entire computational domain; specified pressure boundaries for the top mesh planes of all the mesh blocks were applied, and the fluid fraction was set at 0 for the air phase. Both \( k \) and \( \varepsilon \) at the specific velocity boundary were resolved during the calculating iterations by the RNG model, with no need to set initial values at the inlet boundary (Flow Science, 2016). Both the continuous and outflow boundary conditions allow air exchange.

A still fluid region simulating the ponded water in the pool area was set as the initial condition to submerge the complex morphological features of the bed surface. This setting efficiently accelerated the pressure convergence in the calculation compared to starting the simulation with a dry bed surface in the pool because the complex flows of impinging at the bare bed and splashing could be avoided. We set one sampling volume for each step stone in which the components of flow forces including drag and lift forces on the bed surface were traced (Fig. 3d). Note that the lower boundaries of the sampling volumes were set at elevations similar to the bed surface upstream of step stones (Fig. 3d) rather than at the elevations lower than the bed surface in the pool (see details in point 1 in Sect. 4.5). This stems from the fact that the bed surface was impermeable in the CFD model. Automatic time step control provided by FLOW3D was used for all the simulations with the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) maximum number set to 0.85. The time step generally decreased with the flow rate increase (e.g., 3.5–4.6 \( \times 10^{-4} \) s at \( Q = 5.0 \text{Ls}^{-1} \), while 1.0–1.35 \( \times 10^{-4} \) s at \( Q \geq 32.1 \text{Ls}^{-1} \)).

All the simulations were performed on a workstation equipped with Intel Xeon Gold 6230R \( \times 2 \) processors and 16 GB \( \times 12 \) of RAM. The simulation results (e.g., Fig. 3e) were collected after the solution was steady, with the variation from the mean less than 0.5% at each flow rate. The hydraulic parameters (see details in Sect. 2.4) were calculated by the solver at a frequency related to the time step while being exported at a frequency of 2 Hz for 30 s for data post-processing. The water surface was visualized as an iso-surface with a volume fraction of 0.5. The cross-section where the hydraulic jump begins to appear was referred to as the contraction section (Fig. 3e).

2.3 Model verification

We conducted both a grid independence test and a comparison between the simulated and experimental results for model verification (Fig. 1). Grid independence was reached when the grid size of 0.25 cm was used for the main computational domain. Two measurements (Fig. S3 in the Supplement) in the previous flume experiments (Zhang et al., 2018, 2020) were used to validate the numerical models: (i) longitudinal water surface profiles extracted from the side cameras and (ii) the boundary between the jet and recirculation cell at the water surface recorded in pictures by the top view camera. Both measurements were extracted at the frequency of 2 Hz for 60 s. The mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE), mean square error (MSE), root mean square error (RMSE), and standard deviation (SD) were calculated for the differences between the simulations and measurements from the side views (Table 1) and the top views (Table S1 in the Supplement). The max RMSE of the simulated water surface was below 2 cm for side views (Table 1) and smaller than 3 cm for the boundaries between the jet and jump components from the top views (Table S1). The comparisons between simulated results and the measurements showed that the combined approach succeeded in capturing the flow characteristics for a step-pool feature built in the physical flume. See Sect. S1 in the Supplement for details of model verification.

2.4 Data processing

The kinetic energy \( (\text{KE}) \), turbulent kinetic energy \( (\text{TKE}) \), and turbulent dissipation \( (\varepsilon_T) \) were used in the analysis of turbulent features and transformation of flow energy in the step-pool unit. The turbulent dissipation was obtained when solving the RNG \( k - \varepsilon \) turbulence model, whereas the kinetic energy and turbulent kinetic energy were calculated by Eqs. (1) and (2) in the solver.

\[
\text{KE} = \frac{1}{2} \left(u_x'^2 + u_y'^2 + u_z'^2\right) \tag{1}
\]

Here \( u \) denotes the instantaneous velocity and the subscripts denote the respective coordinate axis.

\[
\text{TKE} = \frac{1}{2} \left(u_x'^2 + u_y'^2 + u_z'^2\right) \tag{2}
\]

Here \( u' \) denotes the instantaneous velocity fluctuation.
Table 1. Error indices of the simulated water surface elevations at both sides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q (Ls(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Max. measured water depth (cm)</th>
<th>ME (cm)</th>
<th>MAE (cm)</th>
<th>MSE (cm)</th>
<th>RMSE (cm)</th>
<th>SD (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left side</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>12.98</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>15.06</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right side</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>8.81</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>13.11</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>14.93</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Q criterion (Hunt et al., 1988; Flow science, 2016) was used to identify the coherent flow structures in the step-pool unit and the Q\(_{\text{criterion}}\) was calculated by Eq. (3) in FLOW3D. We used a threshold value of 1200 for Q\(_{\text{criterion}}\) to isolate coherent vortices in this study.

\[
Q_{\text{criterion}} = \frac{1}{2} (\Omega_{ij} \Omega_{ij} - S_{ij} S_{ij}) \tag{3}
\]

Here \(\Omega_{ij}\) and \(S_{ij}\) are the antisymmetric and symmetric parts of the velocity gradient tensor, respectively.

The shear stress and total pressure for the mesh grids on the bed surface were obtained from the solver. The shear stress was used directly in the analysis, while the total pressure (\(P_t\)) was further processed to obtain the dynamic pressure (\(P_d\)) by Eq. (4). \(P_d\) was used instead of \(P_t\) to highlight the spatial distribution of flow kinetic energy rather than the water depth distribution, especially in the pool area where water depth was relatively large.

\[
P_d = P_t - P_s = P_t - \rho gh \tag{4}
\]

\(P_s\) is the static water pressure, \(\rho\) is the water density at 20°C of 1000 kg m\(^{-3}\), \(g\) is gravity acceleration, and \(h\) is the water depth at a horizontal location obtained from the solver.

The drag (\(F_D\)) and lift (\(F_L\)) forces acting on the step stones in the sampling volumes (Fig. 1) were also provided by the solver as the components of flow forces in the X and Z directions. Drag (\(C_D\)) and lift (\(C_L\)) coefficients for \(F_D\) and \(F_L\) were calculated by Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively.

\[
C_D = \frac{2F_D}{\rho U_\infty^2 A_\perp} \tag{5}
\]

\[
C_L = \frac{2F_L}{\rho U_\infty^2 A_\perp} \tag{6}
\]

\(U_\infty\) is the approach velocity and \(A_\perp\) is the upstream projected area of the step stone in each sampling volume. The cross-section-averaged flow velocity at the upstream face of a sampling volume was used as the approach velocity, \(U_\infty\).

When calculating the cross-section-averaged turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) for the recirculation vortices at the step toe and near the water surface separately, we used a threshold method to distinguish the areas occupied by them as follows. Since the TKE in the high-speed flow was far lower than that in the recirculation cells (see details in Sect. 3.1.2), the threshold slightly higher than the maximum of TKE in the high-speed flow was used to detect the boundaries of the vortices with the high-speed flow in each vertical line in a cross-section. After all the vertical lines in a cross-section were processed, the areas occupied by the vortices in each cross-section were obtained, together with the integral of TKE in these areas. These two parameters were then used to calculate the section-averaged TKE. As this threshold method only worked for the cross-sections where the recirculation cells are clearly separated by the jet, the calculation stopped at the cross-sections a bit upstream of the pool bottom for each discharge.

3 Results

The spatial distributions of both hydraulic characteristics and flow forces in the step-pool unit are exhibited in this section, with most of the results presented using the time-averaged values of the processed data. To clearly present these distributions, only the scenarios under the two largest discharges (\(Q = 43.6\) and 49.9 Ls\(^{-1}\)) are shown in most of the analysis, while the rest are shown in Sect. S2 in the Supplement. These two discharges were chosen for two reasons: (i) well-defined pool morphology showed up under the two flow conditions, and (ii) the scenario at 49.9 Ls\(^{-1}\) recorded the topographic and hydraulic characteristics closest to the failure of this step-pool unit in the experiment and may present clues to the failure mechanism.
Figure 4. Distribution of time-averaged velocity magnitude (VM, mean) and vectors in three longitudinal sections. The section at \( Y = 0 \) cm goes across the keystone, while the other two (\( Y = -18 \) and 13.5 cm) are located at the step stones beside the keystone. The spacing for the \( X \), \( Y \), and \( Z \) axes is 10 cm in the plots.

3.1 Flow properties

3.1.1 Mean flow velocity

The distribution of time-averaged flow velocity magnitude in three longitudinal sections is presented in Fig. 4, with the distribution of the Froude number shown in Fig. S8 in the Supplement. Flow accelerates and water depth decreases over the step stones before plunging into the pool as a jet feature. As a result, the Froude number reaches its maximum at the step crest (Fig. S8). The highest flow velocity in the vertical profile at the crests of step stones mainly exists near the stone surface (Fig. 4), different from the vertical profile of flow velocity upstream of the step for which the flow velocity is higher near the water surface (at 43.6 L s\(^{-1}\)) or shows relatively uniform distribution (at 49.9 L s\(^{-1}\)). The points of separation of the jet from the step face were located in the downstream parts of the step stones in the three sections.

The pool area under the two flow conditions exhibits highly nonuniform flow fields in all three longitudinal sections before the flow starts to accelerate on its negative slope (Fig. 4): low-velocity magnitudes close to 0 in a recirculation cell near the water surface associated with a hydraulic jump, low flow velocities at the step toe associated with an attached vortex, and high flow velocities (generally > 1 m s\(^{-1}\)) in the jet between the two low-speed regions. It is worth noting that the jet impinges at the bed surface in the pool in the section \( Y = 0 \) and 13.5 cm but does not hit the bed in the section \( Y = -18 \) cm even though distinct scour also occurs near this section. The jet is separated from the bed by the vortex formed at the step toe in the section \( Y = -18 \) cm, in which the vortex at the step toe extends further downstream than that in the other two sections and then merges with the jet on the negative slope. The comparison among the three sections indicates that highly three-dimensional flow structures in step-pool features exist. The larger discharge and water depth at \( Q = 49.9 \) L s\(^{-1}\) result in the contraction of the recirculation cell near the water surface in the three sections but an expansion of the vortex at the step toe in the section \( Y = -18 \) cm compared with the case at \( Q = 43.6 \) L s\(^{-1}\). The jet penetration angles into the pool decrease in all three sections as the flow rate and water depth increase to 49.9 from 43.6 L s\(^{-1}\).

The transverse distribution of flow velocity magnitude is presented in Fig. 5, with five cross-sections from the upstream to the downstream side of the step-pool model shown. Section x0-18 is located upstream of the step for which no distinct bed structures have developed. The water surface is relatively flat and velocity magnitude is relatively uniformly distributed in this section. The x0-6 section, which is located at the step crest, shows that the highest flow velocity is located above the no. 2 and 3 step stones (Fig. 3d), which are among the lowest points within the step crest. The section at x0+2 cm is located upstream of the contraction section for flow rates > 12.4 L s\(^{-1}\) and shows the existence of vortex cells at the step toe with transverse axes separated by regions of high-speed flows. The centers of the vortices follow the low points within the step crest (i.e., the contact points between step stones, while the high-speed flows correspond to the high points of the crests of the four step stones between the bank stones). In the section at x0+15 cm near the pool bottom at \( Q = 32.1, 43.6, \) and 49.9 L s\(^{-1}\), the vortices near the bed surface are less pronounced and show reduced velocity differences with the high-speed flows if compared with the section at x0+2 cm. The flow recirculation cell near the water surface with flow velocities close to 0 covers almost the entire flume width at this section. As a result, high-velocity magnitude appears in the middle of the vertical profile in most areas of this section. The section at x0+40 cm is located on the negative slope and shows no sign of the vortices near the bed. The recirculation cell near the water surface extends to this section but occupies only part of the flume width. The flow velocity becomes relatively uniform beneath the recirculation cell near the water surface compared to section x0+15. As the discharge increases from 43.6...
to 49.9 L s\(^{-1}\), water depth increases in all five cross-sections, while the areas occupied by the flows > 1.8 m s\(^{-1}\) decrease in sections x0-6 and x0+2. The vortices formed at the toe of the step expand their areas in the sections x0+2 and x0+15 to 49.9 from 43.6 L s\(^{-1}\).

3.1.2 Turbulence

Figure 6 presents the transverse distribution of turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) in the same cross-sections as those in Fig. 5. The TKE upstream of the step (section x0-18) and at the step (section x0-6) is generally lower than in the pool. These areas of low TKE coincide with areas of high mean flow velocity (Fig. 5), indicating that mean flow velocity and TKE are inversely correlated.

Like mean flow velocity, the distribution of TKE in the pool also exhibits high nonuniformity at the highest flow conditions. Upstream of the contraction section (near section x0+2), high TKE is only located at the step toe within the attached vortices, while the jet with high flow velocity shows low turbulent energy near the water surface. Around the deepest area in the pool (section x0+15), the recirculation cells at both the water surface and the toe of the step show high turbulent energy, although that in the recirculation cell above the jet is much higher if we further compare the TKE level of both. In the section x0+40 on the negative slope, the turbulent energy decreases from the water surface to the bed surface in the vertical direction. For the recirculation cells near both the water surface and bed surface, the highest TKE values occur near the interfaces with the high-speed flow (e.g., section x0+15) owing to high fluid shear in these regions. The increase in flow rate from 43.6 to 49.9 L s\(^{-1}\) leads to the significant reduction of the TKE level near the bed surface in sections x0-18 and x0-6 upstream of the step and in the high-speed flows in the pool (e.g., sections x0+2 and x0+15).

To present the transformation of flow energy in the pool, we plot the longitudinal distribution of mass-averaged KE, TKE, and \(\varepsilon_T\) downstream of the section x0 in Fig. 7. The key findings are as follows.

First, at all the discharges examined, the KE decreases after flow plunges into the pool but shows a slightly increasing trend on the negative slope (Fig. 7a–f). It is worth noting that at the two highest discharges (Fig. 7e and f), the flow kinetic energy remains at a high level at a distance of 5–6 cm downstream of x0, which is occupied by the jet fea-
Figure 7. Box plots for the distributions of the mass-averaged flow kinetic energy (KE, panels a–f), turbulence kinetic energy (TKE, panels g–l), and turbulent dissipation ($\varepsilon_T$, panels m–r) in the pool over 30 s for all six tested discharges (the plots at the same discharge are in the same row). The mass-averaged values were calculated every 2 cm in the streamwise direction. The flow direction is from left to right in all the plots. The general locations of the contraction section for all the flow rates are marked by the dashed lines, except for $Q = 5 \text{ L s}^{-1}$ when the jump is located too close to the step. The longitudinal distance taken up by negative slope for the inspected range is shown by the shaded area in each plot.
tured before it decreases dramatically where the jump starts. Second, the TKE first increases in the pool, reaches the maximum around the pool bottom, and then decreases on the negative slope (Fig. 7g–l). The location of the maximum of TKE moves further downstream as flow increases, during which pool scour keeps developing and the pool bottom area also moves downstream (Zhang et al., 2020). Third, $\varepsilon_T$ increases sharply downstream of $x_0$ and reaches the maximum earlier than the TKE in the pool. The turbulent dissipation rate on the negative pool slope remains at a low level, even lower than that near the step toe (Fig. 7m–r). Fourth, the maximum value of KE, TKE, and $\varepsilon_T$ in the pool increases during a flow increase from 5.0 to 43.6 L s$^{-1}$ but decreases when the flow further increases to 49.9 L s$^{-1}$ with intensified pool scour.

3.1.3 Coherent flow structure

The instantaneous turbulent structures are presented in Fig. 8 (front view shown in Fig. S12 in the Supplement). Upstream of the step, coherent structures are mainly streamwise and located near the bed, particularly downstream of protruding grains at the flow rate higher than 12.4 L s$^{-1}$. Rich coherent structures exist downstream of the step in both the flow recirculation cell of the jump that stretches across the entire channel width near the water surface and the discrete vortices extending along the streamwise direction attached to the step toe close to the bed. The dimensions of the vortex structures near both the water and bed surfaces expand as the flow rate increases and pool scour develops. No clear coherent structures are visualized in the high-speed flow region in the pool, indicating low vorticity there. The vortices at the step toe start at the contact point of two neighboring step stones, and their widths and heights decrease downstream until the vortices vanish near the start of the negative slope. On the negative slope, coherent structures mainly follow protruding grains (micro-scale bed structures) but are not elongated in the streamwise direction as they are upstream of the step, even though the grain sizes are similar.
3.2 Flow forces

3.2.1 Dynamic pressure

For all the flow conditions, the dynamic pressure is at a relatively low level on the step stones and becomes even lower at the points of flow separation of the jet from the step face. The dynamic pressure on the step stones generally decreases with the increase in flow rate and development of pool scour. The minimum of dynamic pressure appears at the contact between no. 2 and 3 stones at high flows (Fig. 9) where the highest flow velocity is located within the step crests (Fig. 5). Relatively high dynamic pressure exists near the points impinged by the high-speed jet in the pool, and its magnitude generally increases with flow rate (Figs. 9 and S13 in the Supplement). The dynamic pressure at the pool bottom shows higher values at \( Q = 43.6 \text{ L s}^{-1} \) than \( Q = 49.9 \text{ L s}^{-1} \), although the scour depth is larger at \( Q = 49.9 \text{ L s}^{-1} \). This is related to the lower water depth in the pool but the higher flow velocity of the jet at \( Q = 43.6 \text{ L s}^{-1} \) (Figs. 4 and 5). The front sides of the protruding grains or grain clusters to the flow on the negative slope show significantly lower dynamic pressures than on the back sides and surrounding grains.

3.2.2 Shear stress

As shown in Fig. 10, the magnitude of shear stress along the step-pool model is generally 2 orders of magnitude smaller than that of the dynamic water pressure. The highest values of shear stress occur on the crests of the step stones. The shape and maximum height of the step stones influence the distribution of shear stress significantly. The no. 2 and 3 stones with relatively flat and low crests show higher shear stress at the contact of these two stones but quite low (close to 0) shear stress on the downstream faces. In contrast, the shear stress on the no. 4 (KS) and 5 stones, which have an ellipsoid shape, reaches a maximum near the highest point of each stone. There is also a high-shear-stress zone on the downstream faces of these two step stones with a downstream curvature. The downstream curvatures of the high-shear-stress zones on the step stones match the boundary of the step toe vortices well (Fig. 8). Shear stress also shows higher values.
3.2.3 Flow forces on step stones

The variations of the components of flow forces on each step stone reveal the following patterns (Fig. 11). First, the component in the \( X \) direction, i.e., the drag force, on all the step stones increases until the flow rate reaches 43.6 \( \text{L s}^{-1} \) but decreases when the flow is further increased to 49.9 \( \text{L s}^{-1} \). The keystone (stone 4), which was the first stone to move and triggered the step failure in the Zhang et al. (2020) experiment, has the largest drag force at high flows. Second, the component in the \( Z \) direction of flow force, i.e., the lift force, generally has a larger magnitude than the drag force on step stones before the flow rate reaches 43.6 \( \text{L s}^{-1} \). The lift force on the stones 1–4 changes direction from downward to upward at \( Q = 43.6 \text{L s}^{-1} \), when flow velocity significantly increases at the step but the water depth is similar to that at \( Q = 32.1 \text{L s}^{-1} \) (Figs. 4 and S9 in the Supplement). When the discharge is further increased to 49.9 \( \text{L s}^{-1} \) and water depth shows a clear increase (Figs. 4 and 5), the lift force changes direction to downward again. Third, the \( Y \) component on the step stones between the bank stones is about 2–3 orders of magnitude smaller than the components in the other two directions. In contrast, the \( Y \) component of flow force has the largest magnitude of any component for the two bank stones at the highest flow. This indicates that the transverse interaction between the step and the flow mainly occurs at the banks. Lastly, the magnitude of the resultant flow force increased when the discharge reached 49.9 \( \text{L s}^{-1} \) for the step stones except for stones 2–3, where the flow velocity is the greatest.

Both the drag and lift coefficients generally increase for all the step stones for the discharges from 12.4 to 43.6 \( \text{L s}^{-1} \) and decrease slightly for stones 3–6 when the discharge is further increased to 49.9 \( \text{L s}^{-1} \) (Fig. S15c–f in the Supplement). However, the magnitude of \( C_L \) remains significantly larger than \( C_D \) at most flow rates for all the step stones, resulting in the greater variation of \( C_L \) that coincides with discharge increase.

4 Discussion

4.1 Three-dimensionality of flow characteristics

Using the combined approach, we provided a detailed description of the 3D flow properties at a millimeter resolution around a step-pool unit made of natural gravels for the first time. Based on the results of this study, well-developed three-dimensionality of the flow structures in the pool is revealed: the vortices formed at the step toe are discrete structures along the streamwise direction, as distinct from the recirculation cell near the water surface as an integrated flow structure covering the entire flume width (Figs. 8 and S12 in the Supplement). Natural grains used to build the step-pool unit with randomness and irregularity in size, shape, and orientation result in a 3D topography for the step (Fig. 2a). Our
results show that the emergence of vortices at the step toe is related to the lower points in the step crests, while the higher points of step crests generate a jet with enough momentum to hit the bed surface directly. Wilcox et al. (2011) noticed the possible influence of the variability in step architecture on the distribution of hydraulics and turbulence as well as the flow resistance of a step-pool sequence. Our results further reveal that the transverse configuration of a boulder step influences the flow characteristics of the downstream pool in a significant way.

A jet that hits the bed is defined as an impinging jet, while it is defined as a surface flow if it remains at the water surface after plunging (Wu and Rajaratnam, 1998). The general jet regime for the whole step structure was recognized as an impinging jet in the CIFR T2 run (Zhang et al., 2020) based mainly on the water depths measured near the flume walls. However, the 3D flow structures show that the jet does not impinge the pool bottom in some longitudinal sections (Figs. 4 and 5). Our results illustrate the limitation of measurements at the flume walls and highlight the great advantage of the combined approach in presenting fully resolved 3D hydraulic information over complex topography. The 3D flow structures visualized by the combined approach indicate that the flow regime over a step-pool unit is not necessarily binary (i.e., either impinging jet or surface flow) and that the flow regime at $Q = 49.9 \text{L.s}^{-1}$ is probably transitional between the impinging jet and surface flow regimes.

Our results also illustrate the segmentation of flow velocity and turbulence in the pool: recirculation cells with low flow velocity but high TKE near the water surface as well as close to the step toe and high-speed flow with low TKE between the recirculation cells. This segmentation remains until the flow reaches the negative slope (Figs. 4 and 5). The intense mid-profile fluid shearing within the hydraulic jump and between the flow recirculation cells at the step toe and the jet plunging over the step face generates high TKE levels in the pool (Fig. 6). In this sense, the 3D simulated results illustrate the context of the non-logarithmic vertical profiles of flow velocity and turbulence below steps measured in the field, which show higher flow velocity and turbulence in the middle of the profile (Wohl and Thompson, 2000; Li et al., 2014).

### 4.2 Energy dissipation mechanism

Energy dissipation within a step-pool unit has been reported to mainly occur in the pool area (Wohl and Thompson, 2000; Li et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2020). With the distribution of the flow velocity, kinetic energy, turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulent dissipation presented in detail by the combined approach (Figs. 5–7), we further visualize the energy dissipation mechanisms in the pool. The distributions of both TKE and $\epsilon_T$ in the pool exhibit high nonuniformity (Fig. 7). It is noteworthy that the energy transformation and dissipation are concentrated in the area upstream of the negative slope. The recirculation cells near both the water surface and the toe of the step show much higher TKE than the high-speed flows in the pool (Fig. 6), suggesting that two energy dissipators, i.e., the two recirculation cells, co-exist upstream of the negative slope. The recirculation cell near the water surface has been recognized as the energy dissipator for a step-pool unit owing to its strongly fluctuating appearance (Church and Zimmermann, 2007; Wyrick and Pasternack, 2008; Wang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2018). However, little attention has been paid to the dissipation properties close to the step toe as most measurements would be blocked by the turbulent water surface. The combined approach makes it possible to compare the level of TKE in these two dissipators quantitatively. We calculated the section-integral and section-averaged (section-integral values divided by the areas taken by the two dissipators in the cross-section) TKE for each dissipator before these two dissipators get mixed, as shown in Fig. 12.

Downstream of the contraction section, no difference of order is found in the section-averaged or section-integral TKE between the flow recirculation cells near the water surface and formed at the step toe for the streamwise length examined here. This indicates that these two recirculation cells are comparable contributors for energy dissipation in the pool. It is worth noting that the TKE in the recirculation cell near the water surface decreases when the discharge is increased to 49.9 from 43.6 L.s$^{-1}$, whereas the TKE level in the vortex attached to the step toe sees a further increase. The suppression of TKE near the water surface at 43.6 L.s$^{-1}$ may be related to the higher submergence of the step and transition of jump regimes at higher flow conditions (Pasternack et al., 2006; Wyrick and Pasternack, 2008; Zhang et al., 2020). The increase in TKE close to the step toe is associated with the development of pool scour as the flow increases (Zhang et al., 2020). This contrast suggests that the contribution of the vortices formed at the step toe to the total energy dissipation increases with flow increase and pool development at high discharges.

The step-pool morphology has been reported to show a higher capacity of flow energy dissipation than a vertical drop with the same height (Zhang et al., 2020). The new understanding of the energy dissipation mechanism for step-pool features may provide two explanations for this phenomenon. First, the 3D natural step structure leads to 3D configurations of vortices formed close to the step toe, and the interface between energy dissipators and the high-speed flow is enlarged. As the interfaces are where high TKE occurs (Fig. 6), the energy loss of the flow in the 3D vortices at the step toe may surpass that of the 2D recirculation vortices below a drop. Second, the pool geometry in a step-pool unit is normally more complex than in an artificial pool, and the pool scour is intensified with flow increases until the step structure collapses (Comiti et al., 2005; Church and Zimmermann, 2007; Zhang et al., 2018, 2020). This morphological evolution maintains the co-existence of two energy dissipators for a step-pool unit and enlarges the energy capacity of
the vortices at the step toe with increases in flow. In contrast, the fixed rectangular shape of an artificial 2D drop results in significant suppression of the recirculation cell near the water surface and limited space for the recirculation vortex to expand at the step toe, especially under skimming flow conditions (Chanson, 2001).

4.3 Interaction between hydraulics and morphological evolution

The distributions of flow velocity (Figs. 4 and 5), TKE (Figs. 6 and 7), and coherent structure (Fig. 8) in the pool have demonstrated the expansion of the recirculation cells both near the water surface and at the step toe with the development of pool scour and flow increase up to the discharge of 43.6 L s\(^{-1}\). The expansion of the recirculation cell near the water surface presented by the combined approach is generally consistent with the experimental observations (Zhang et al., 2020). The results of this study further illustrate that both the geometric dimensions and TKE of the recirculation cell near the water surface decrease when the discharge is increased to 49.9 from 43.6 L s\(^{-1}\) (Figs. 4–6, and 12). This indicates that the increase in the submergence of the step would suppress the flow recirculation cell of the hydraulic jump at high flows. In contrast, the vortices at the step toe show an increase in geometric dimensions and TKE with this flow increase (Figs. 5, 6, 8, and 12). This difference in response to the discharge increase to 49.9 L s\(^{-1}\) results from the change in jet penetration angle due to the increase in water depth (Fig. 4). The decrease in jet penetration angle at \(Q = 49.9\) L s\(^{-1}\) also leads the pool bottom to move downstream, which creates space for the vortices to expand downstream of the step toe. The expansion of the vortices at the step toe together with the relatively low flow velocity and high turbulence within these vortices may explain the increased deposition of fine sediment at the step toe at \(Q = 49.9\) L s\(^{-1}\) (Zhang et al., 2020). The number and location of vortices attached to the step toe remain almost unchanged during this process. This is related to the stable architecture of the step structure, which determines the distribution of jet angle and momentum at the step crest.

Apart from the pool scour, the development of microbedforms in the form of grain clusters, which are mainly located at the pool bottom and on the negative slope (Figs. 9 and 10), is another noteworthy morphological variation of the step-pool feature (Zhang et al., 2020). The high-spatial-resolution outputs of the combined approach allow us to inspect the interaction between the grain clusters and pool hydraulics. The grain clusters at the pool bottom are mainly located where the bed is impinged by the jet rather than in the areas occupied by the recirculation cells connected to the step toe (Figs. 10 and S14 in the Supplement). These grain clusters have very limited disturbance on the surrounding flow field (see details in Sect. S3 in the Supplement). The grain clusters on the negative slope where the jet and recirculation cells lose their identity (Figs. 4–6) do not show any
distribution patterns but increase the flow velocity and turbulence above them significantly (Figs. S16 and S17 in the Supplement). These grain clusters also have clearer coherent structures in their wake zones than those located at the pool bottom, and these small-scaled coherent structures expand as the pool scour develops (Fig. 8). In summary, the distribution of micro-bedforms at the pool bottom is affected by the jet, while the micro-bedforms on the negative slope create strong interference in the surrounding hydraulics where the jet merges with the recirculation cells.

4.4 Implications for stability and failure of step-pool features

The distributions of dynamic pressure and shear stress show that the step structure bears the lowest dynamic pressure but highest shear stress in the step-pool unit and that the distributions of water forces on the step stones are significantly affected by the stone sizes and shapes (Figs. 9 and 10). The drag force on the step stones generally increases with flow rate except when flow is increased to 49.9 from 43.6 L s$^{-1}$ (Fig. 11). The step structure collapsed owing to the movement of the KS soon after the flow discharge was further enhanced from 49.9 L s$^{-1}$ in the flume experiment (Fig. 2b, Zhang et al., 2020). This implies that triggers for the movement of the KS apart from the increase in drag force (Lenzi, 2002; Weichert, 2005) may also exist. The lift force on the step stones shows a much larger variation range compared to the drag force (Fig. 11), and the magnitude of the lift coefficient is also larger than the drag coefficient generally (Fig. S15). The direction of the lift force may also change during flow increase (Fig. 11a-d). The highly variable lift coefficient and lift force observed in this study might partly be the result of using only the protruding part of each step stone in force analysis (Fig. 3d) but are also consistent with the experimental finding on submerged particles on a rough planar gravel bed in Lamb et al. (2017). The comparison between the drag and lift forces implies that the vertical component of flow force might play an important role in the mobility of step stones. The variation of lift forces will lead to the variation in the forces on the step stones from the contacting coarse grains in bed materials (Zhang et al., 2016) before the step-pool failure. This variation of the reactive forces might result in subtle changes in the internal structures of the bed material grains beneath step stones, e.g., reconfiguration of gaps between coarse particles and distribution of fine sediment in these gaps (Gibson et al., 2011). The internal structure has been found to be closely related to the structural deformation and the final failure of the step (Zhang et al., 2018). Therefore, we infer that the variation of lift force on step stones and surrounding grains might also affect step stability and is worthy of further investigation in future research. We also admit that the data for step-pool failure are very limited in this study, and solid conclusions related to the failure mechanism can only be reached with further inspection of the flow forces at more step-pool failures.

4.5 Limitations of the combined approach

Although the combined approach shows great advantages in obtaining high-resolution information on the 3D flow properties for a step-pool unit, this approach also has limitations that merit consideration in future research.

1. The bed surface is set to be impermeable in the CFD model. This setting results mainly in two inconsistencies with reality. First, the hyporheic flow in a step-pool unit has been neglected. Hyporheic flow beneath the step-pool unit has been reported to exit the bed near the step toe (Hassan et al., 2015), which may affect the vortices formed here to some degree. Second, the upstream sides of step stones beneath the bed surface are also submerged by water owing to the high porosity of bed materials (Zhang et al., 2016, 2018) and hence also experience water pressure. Without considering this pressure in our model, the drag force on the step stones would be heavily biased, i.e., pointing upstream in most cases. Consequently, only parts of step stones above the upstream bed surface were analyzed (Fig. 3d). When further information on the 3D internal structure beneath the bed surface is accessible, hyporheic models (e.g., Dudunake et al., 2021) could be added to the CFD simulation to resolve this limitation.

2. No consideration for air entrainment in recirculation cells associated with the jump regime which was observed during the flume experiment (Zhang et al., 2018, 2020) is taken. Aeration has been reported to affect the flow velocity and turbulence properties downstream of a natural step (Vallé and Pasternack, 2006). Neglecting the air entrainment may be the reason for the mismatch between the simulated results and hydraulic measurements around the jump (Figs. S4–S6 in the Supplement) as a high air concentration would increase the jump volume (Lenzi et al., 2003). However, no measurement of air concentration in the jump was collected in the flume experiment for us to set parameters and validate the aeration module which could be coupled to the CFD model. Also, adding an aeration module might reduce the computational stability but increase computation cost in our case.

3. The topographic models of the bed surfaces contain limited areas upstream of the step owing to the measuring difficulty. This limitation might result in the underestimation of turbulence development upstream of the step-pool model. However, considering that the bed-generated turbulence is greatly suppressed upstream of step structure at high flows (e.g., Fig. 6; Wohl and Thompson, 2000), the errors caused by the limited area...
are acceptable. A long enough distance from the inlet to a step-pool unit is suggested for future research to better reconstruct the incoming flow turbulence for the step-pool unit.

4. The RNG $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model and first-order momentum advection were applied in the CFD simulation. Such settings ensured computational stability for the flow over the highly complex bed surface of a step-pool unit but led to a loss in numerical accuracy and hence could only provide time-averaged results. As a result, this study can only focus on the spatial distribution rather than the temporal distribution of hydraulic features for a step-pool unit. The performance of a higher-order approach for step-pool features remains an open research question for future research.

5. Only one step-pool unit instead of step-pool sequences was built and tested in the experiments of Zhang et al. (2020) due to lab limitation and the study focus of isolating one step-pool unit. However, step-pool features mainly appear in sequences in nature. The possible differences in hydraulics between one single step-pool unit and step-pool units in sequence remain to be explored in future.

5 Conclusions

In this study, we developed a combined approach, which utilizes flume experiments and CFD modeling, to resolve the detailed 3D flow characteristics for a step-pool unit made of natural stones. The main findings of this study are as follows.

First, the most prominent feature of hydraulics in the pool is the segmentation of flow velocity upstream of the negative slope, which consists of the recirculation cell near the water surface, streaky vortices formed close to the step toe, and high-speed flow in between. The transverse configuration of a boulder step significantly affects the flow characteristics downstream. Second, the distribution of TKE in the pool is highly nonuniform, with the concentration of flow energy transformation and dissipation upstream of the negative slope in the pool. Both the recirculation cells at the water surface and step toe are the main energy dissipators for a step-pool unit with a well-defined pool configuration. Third, the development of pool scour and flow increase result in an increase in volume and turbulence energy in the recirculation cells in the pool before the recirculation cell at the water surface is suppressed at the highest flow. The interference of the micro-bedforms on the surrounding hydraulics is small where the vortices attached to the step and jets dominate in the pool but is greater on the negative slope. Finally, the step experiences the lowest dynamic pressure but highest shear stress in the step-pool unit. The drag force on the step stones generally increases with discharge; however, it decreases when the discharge reaches the critical value to destabilize the step structure. Compared with the drag force, the lift force on step stones shows a larger magnitude and a much wider variation when flow is increased.

The combined approach, despite its intrinsic limitations (e.g., using an impermeable bed surface in the model), has shown great advantages in capturing fully resolved 3D hydraulic information over merely using flume experiments. The advanced hydraulic information obtained using this approach helps in achieving a comprehensive understanding of the interaction between hydraulics and morphology as well as mechanisms of energy dissipation and stability for step-pool features.
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